Tales from highland Perthshire collected by Evelyn Stewart Murray
Sylvia Robertson agus Tony Dilworth (Deas.)

David I: the king who made Scotland
Richard Oram

Minority language media: concepts, critiques and case studies
Mike Cormack and Niamh Hourigan (deas.)

Philosophy in the modern world
Anthony Kenny

The structure of scientific revolutions
Thomas S. Kuhn

Singing for dummies
Pamela S. Phillips

Disinventing and reconstituting languages
Sinfree Makoni agus Alastair Pennycook (deasaichean)

Haunted English: the Celtic fringe, the British Empire, and de-anglicization
Laura O'Connor

Anatomy of the new Scotland: power, influence, and change
Gerry Hassan agus Chris Warhurst (deas.)

The translation studies reader
Lawrence Venuti (Deas.)

Translation and power
Maria Tymoczko agus Edwin Gentzler (Deas.)

The Cambridge companion to the Irish novel
John Wilson Foster (Deas.)

Homi K. Bhabha
David Huddart
Linguistic reconstruction: an introduction to theory and method
Anthony Fox

The musician's guide to Pro Tools
John Keane

Imagining multilingual schools: languages in education and glocalization
Ofelia García, Tove Skutnabb-Kangas agus María E. Torres-Guzmán (Deas.)

Bilingualism in development: language, literacy, and cognition
Ellen Bialystok

A student teacher's guide to primary school placement: learning to survive and prosper
Denis Hayes

Anglo-Scottish relations from 1900 to devolution and beyond
William L. Miller (Deas.)

Language in the British Isles
David Britain (Deas.)

Remembering the year of the French: Irish folk history and social memory
Guy Beiner

Lords of Alba: the making of Scotland
Ian W. Walker

Language rights and political theory
Will Kymlicka and Alan Patten (Deas.)

The philosophy of John Scottus Eriugena: a study of idealism in the Middle Ages
Dermot Moran

Ideology and opinions: studies in rhetorical psychology
Michael Billig

Early Greek philosophy
Jonathan Barnes

Ancient philosophy
Anthony Kenny
Between generations: family models, myths & memories
Daniel Bertaux agus Paul Thompson (Deas.)

Colloquial Irish: the complete course for beginners
Thomas Ihde

The Cape Breton fiddle: making and maintaining tradition
Glenn Graham

Doing postgraduate research
Stephen Potter (Deas.)

Sacred narrative, readings in the theory of myth
Alan Dundes (Deas.)

The lonely voice: a study of the short story
Frank O’Connor

Hrafns saga Sveinbjarnarsonar
Gudrún P. Helgadóttir (Deas.)

The New museology
Peter Vergo (Deas.)

The history of the Celtic place-names of Scotland
William J. Watson

Women who run with the wolves: contacting the power of the wild woman
Clarissa Pinkola Estés

One of heaven's jewels: Rev. Archibald Cook of Daviot and the (Free) North Church, Inverness
Norman Campbell

Dà thaobh a’ bhealaich = The two sides of the pass
Maoilios Caimbeul agus Mark O. Goodwin

Smuaintean Ailein
Ailean T. MacLeòid

Cainnt na caileige caillte
Alison Lang
Sheòl mi ’n-uiridh : òrain mun t-seòladh
Màiri Nic a’ Ghobhainn (Deas.)

The Scottish graveyard miscellany : exploring the folk art of Scotland’s graves
Hamish Brown

A collective focus : Scotland's national audit : summary report : the main findings and conclusions from the national audit of Scotland’s museums and galleries
Scottish Museums Council

The flowers of the forest : Scotland and the First World War
Trevor Royle

Learner’s English-Irish Irish-English dictionary
O Siochfhradha

Nature notes of a Highland gamekeeper
Dugald Macintyre

Highland naturalist again: a gamekeeper's observations & discoveries
Dugald Macintyre

Highland gamekeeper
Dugald Macintyre

Innleachd airson adhartais poileasaidh naiseanta airson foghlaim Gàidhlig
Gaelic 5-14

The Highland house transformed : modern homes for modern people, 1700-1850  Daniel Maudlin

Songs of Scotland : 36 favourite songs for voice and piano

Successful teaching placement in Scotland : primary and early years
Jane Medwell agusFrances Simpson

Readings for reflective teaching
Andrew Pollard (Deas.)

Wild life of the highlands : shooting, fishing, natural history and legend
Dugald Macintyre
The Scottish lore and folklore
Ronald MacDonald Douglas

The history of the Celtic people
Henri Hubert

Vita Sancti Columbae; Life of Saint Columba, founder of Hy written by Adamnan
William Reeves

Mental testing of Hebridean children in Gaelic and English
Christina A. Smith

Scottish history photographs
Colin Baxter

St Kilda: a portrait of Britain's remotest island landscape photographs
Colin Baxter

Scottish folk-tales and legends, retold
Barbara Ker Wilson

Argyll & the Isles: including Bute and Cowal photography
Colin Baxter

The costume of Scotland
John Telfer Dunbar

Botanologia universalis Hibernica. English; An Irish herbal: the Botanologia Universalis Hibernica
John K'Eoghe, des. le Michael Scott

Alleluia: program 16-18

The story of Scotland
Nigel Tranter

Island Heroes: the military history of the Hebrides
Islands Book Trust

Scottish clans & tartans
Ian Grimble
An end to autumn
Iain Crichton Smith

Brora and beyond: riches from the Raggie, volume one
Willie Gunn (Deas.)

The Prince in the heather
Eric Linklater

Irish ballads; 100 Irish ballads Vol.2
Pat Conway

Canciones gálicas: antologâia de la poesia vernácula escocesa (siglos XVI-XVIII)
Catriona Zoltowska agus Antonio Rivero Taravillo (Deas.)